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SOLAR BIENNALE DUBAI NEW MEDIA PAVILIONS
Dubai owes its current success to the discovery of oil
offshore in the late 1960’s. A spike in oil prices during
the 1970’s was the spark that ignited Dubai’s economic
boom. Today, global oil consumption has risen steadily
as more and more people gain access to new technologies. Developing countries are becoming industrialized
and are demanding their share of the global oil
reserves, while long time users are increasing their
demands daily. Because of this the world’s oil reserves
are being depleted at a fantastic rate. It is believed that
peak oil production will occur in 2020. From this point
on, oil production will steadily decline; and oil consumption must eventually do the same.
Dubai is already turning the focus away from its oil
history and toward its global future. Oil now accounts
for only 6% of its total revenue. Dubai’s desire for a
global presence has been the cause for an almost
manic development. A desert oasis has grown out of
nothing to host some of the world’s most astounding
monuments and most advanced technological achievements. Designed as a tourist destination, Dubai has no
problem drawing people in, but there is still a missing
sense of legitimacy. The U.A.E. is becoming an arts
and culture center through the use of boutique museums and cultural icons.
This is Dubai’s opportunity to create a new arts center
just outside the city. Following the model of the Venice
Biennale, this project proposes a biennial exhibition be
created in Dubai. However, this exhibition will not be a
limited participation biennale that is overly focused on
western culture, but an open art exhibition where global
artists can be exhibited and discovered. Artists are
beginning to test the different ways in which art can be
defined and because of this, new forms of art are
emerging. These exhibition spaces will be set up to
display new forms of multimedia art and solar art rather
than traditional forms. There is an overall rethinking of
the relationship between art and energy taking place,
and this is the moment when a Solar Biennale would be
a welcome addition.

Oil Consumption Map
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Over time, as the oil use throughout the world changes, the map will have to be redrawn.
As the world oil supply begins to dwindle; alternative fuels will become more common,
and countries will begin to move away from the use of crude oil. The solar network that
exists on the site will shrink gradually as oil consumption is reduced. This will invest the
site with a sense of dynamism which will encourage people to come visit again and again
as time passes, especially as oil use nears zero. When oil consumption finally dwindles
to zero and the last solar panel is removed from the site, the world will celebrate its long
awaited freedom from oil.

This proposal will have a minimal impact on the natural landscape. Some of the landforms will be reshaped; however, the foundations of the pavilions will be simple concrete
pads on the surface of the landscape. The site will be lit at night by the power captured
during the day. Additionally, all of the artistic exhibitions and installations will be powered
from the energy generated on site. Over time the pavilions will disappear and the site will
be returned to a natural state.
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This proposal implements a system of nodes derived from a mapping
of the top 100 oil consuming countries in the world. This map will
provide a basis for both the biennial pavilions at ground level, and the
solar canopy that powers the spaces. The ground-level pavilions will
compose the Solar Biennale, and will serve to house the multimedia
presentations on the site. The overhead solar canopy will provide
shade for the pavilions and event spaces while producing energy to
be redistributed to the grid or used on-site. The pavilions and installations will be able to plug directly into the surface for power. The
surface will be composed of four different types of solar panels: a
“traditional” blue solar panel, opaque and monolithic; red solar film,
transparent and flexible; grey solar fabric, opaque and flexible; and
light blue solar units, transparent and modular.

Solar Fabric 10’x10’
Solar Film 10’x10’
Solar Panel 10’x10’
Solar Units 10’x10’

HVAC Ring System

“Traditional” Solar
Panel
-10-15% efficient
-150 W per square
meter
-$3.00 per Watt
-Opaque
-Monolithic Install

Flexible, Transparent
Solar Film
-6.5% efficient
-60 W per square
meter
-$7.00 per Watt
-Transparent
-Flexible Install

Structural/Electrical System
Solar Fabric

-4% efficient
-40 W per square
meter

Media Art Surface

-$2.00 per Watt
-Translucent
-Flexible Install

Hung Display Boards
Column/Pavilion Conduit

Colored Solar Units

-12% efficient
-120 W per square
meter

Sand Garden

-$1.50 per Watt

Concrete Pad

-Transparent
-Modular Install
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Pavilion Spaces

Solar Pavilion Canopy

Solar Panel Grid

Canopy Level Plan 1” = 300’

Media Pavilion Section 1” = 10’

Pavilion Level Plan 1” = 300’

